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Abstract: It is well known, that any reasonable size application that constantly accesses a database, will inevitably have to contend with performance issues as the application grows. These issues are compounded when the application is serving millions of requests, by heterogeneous clients. To tackle these issues, the use of mobile intelligent agents, instead of the traditional client server approach was explored. This solution was assessed by evaluating the use of mobile intelligent agents in a distributed medical application by the name OptiPres. In this application, instead of executing multiple queries remotely, mobile intelligent agents were used to migrate to database servers and execute queries locally while performing local processing. The aim of this technique is to reduce the network load and thus increase the responsiveness and speed of distributed applications. The preliminary results show that using mobile intelligent agents to collaborate in performing local queries outperformed the traditional approach to access database servers.
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1. Introduction

The traditional technique used in most distributed applications including the Internet, is the client-server approach. This approach involves, a client which is normally a system that relies on the services located on a remote system that is referred to as a server. Servers are usually more powerful than clients and provides mechanisms for clients to access their resources. Clients usually access the resources on servers by using message passing or remote procedure call. However, as the demand of these applications increases, it was realized that the traditional client-server approach was lacking in terms of bandwidth use and server flexibility, load balancing, availability to name a few [1], [2]. Additionally, with the reality of many applications’ data growing (Big Data) and the pervasiveness of cloud computing, developers are constantly exploring different ways of making the design, implementation and maintenance of these distributed systems easier and the performance better. In order to solve the inadequacies of the client-server approach, one emerging technology that is being explored, is the use of mobile intelligent agents [3]. This is as a result of the potential benefits of using mobile agents (reduction in network load, parallel processing etc.,). Mobile agents are currently being explored in many distributed systems which includes network management systems, wireless networks and health systems [4]-[7]. An interesting area of research for mobile agent technology is the analysis of big data [8]. This is as a result of the potential benefits that can be gained, as it relates to parallel processing. Many companies have resorted to architectures such as Apache Hadoop [9] that supports the MapReduce programming model [10]. This strategy has been quite successful. However, many of the implementations still suffer from performance and reliability issues [8]. A proposed
implementation is to use mobile intelligent agents to manage such environments which was demonstrated in this paper [8]. Considering all the proposed benefits of mobile agent technology, and the nature of our application, we have decided to use it as the middleware in our distributed medical system. We predict that using mobile agents will improve the performance of our system as less time will be spent sending data over the network.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: The background literature will be discussed in Section 2. Section 3 will give a brief introduction to OptiPres. We then present the performance evaluation using mobile agents vs the client server approach. The final section, which is Section 4, will be on the conclusion and the future of this research.

2. Background

Mobile code [11] is basically a piece of software having the ability to traverse through a heterogeneous network executing itself automatically upon arrival on a host. The development of Java by Sun Microsystems and the explosive growth of the internet are among the main driving forces behind the exploration of mobile code technology for distributed applications. Although there are other languages that supports mobile code programming (Limbo, Object Caml, Obliq, Telescript and Safe-Tcl), Java is by far the most popular and this is evident in the different mobile code systems that are built that uses Java as their implementation language [12]. Mobile agents are a form of mobile code and this is the technology that we have embraced for our system. We will now explore in some details the basic concepts of mobile agent technology. We will also briefly look at two design paradigms that influenced the genesis of mobile agent technology: Remote Evaluation and Remote Procedure Call. In addition, we will look at the Java Agent Development Environment (Jade) which is our framework of choice for our agent development.

2.1. Mobile Agents

Mobile intelligent agents are autonomous movable code that are capable of migrating from one host to another carrying data and also its state to continue its execution [13]. Mobile agents usually have all or most of these properties: autonomy, mobility, adaptive/learning, goal oriented, active/proactive, collaborative/communicative [14]. As a result of these unique properties, mobile agent systems usually benefit from the following: reduction in network load, improvement in network latency, parallel processing, asynchronous execution, protocol encapsulation, dynamic adaptation, fault-tolerance and robustness.
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agent technology, RPC and REV. In the RPC, the client sends data to the server, the server then processes this data and sends the result back to the client. In REV, the process is a little different in that the client at this time sends code instead of data to the server, the server then uses this code to process data and then sends the result back to the client. Notice that in both cases, results in the form of data are sent back to the client. However, mobile agent technology uses a totally different strategy. An agent which incorporates the code, data and context is sent from the client to the server. The agent will then carry out its function locally on that server. After the agent completes its tasks it then has options; it could terminate itself, go back to the client or migrate to another host where it can continue its job.

2.2. The Java Agent Development Kit: JADE

JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) is a free software framework that simplifies the development of multi-agent systems [15]. JADE is fully implemented in Java and complies with FIPA (FIPA is an IEEE Computer Society standards organization that promotes agent-based technology and the interoperability of its standards with other technologies) specifications. It also provides graphical tools that can be used for deployment and debugging purposes. A Jade platform is made up of one or more agent containers which provides an environment where the agents can operate. There are two agents that are automatically created once you start a Jade platform, the Agent Management System (AMS) and the Directory Facilitator (DF). The AMS as the name suggests, is responsible for managing the entire agent platform while the DF is a Yellow Pages Service where agents can locate other agents. Fig. 2 shows an example of a scenario of a live agent platform consisting of two created containers along with the main container that is automatically created. The scenario also consists of four agents that were manually created along with the default AMS and DF.

Fig. 2. Jade architecture.

3. Introduction to OptiPres

In order to place our experiment in context, we will now give a brief introduction to our mobile agent application. OptiPres is a decision support system that uses mobile intelligent agents to assist doctors in prescribing optimal drug therapy in a distributed system [16]. This idea was first introduced in this paper [16] and has since been through much refinement. We developed our system using JADE and the Android SDK. This system will be used by doctors on their Android smart phones while prescribing medicines. It will assist them in making more informed decisions by either choosing the optimal drug(s) from processing a repository of past decisions (cases) or by presenting a set of possible drugs and using criteria specified by them to identify the optimal drug(s). To achieve this, we uniquely combined the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) and Cased-Based Reasoning (CBR) decision strategies and embedded this technique as behaviours in the personal mobile intelligent agent on the doctors’ smart phones. This personal agent also has the ability to create additional helper agents. These agents will migrate to a basic Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system and a Drug Database to extract the appropriate information by executing local queries and performing local processing. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of OptiPres in a hospital setting while Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show sample screenshots of the final results of a live simulation of OptiPres. The Case-based reasoner algorithm is always fired first. If there are no matching cases, then the AHP algorithm will be executed. This means, that only one of the results will be displayed to the user, depending on the availability of relevant data. In the simulation, we ran the scenario below with cases (Fig. 4) and then without any cases (Fig. 5), to demonstrate the flexibility of OptiPres. These results are in response to the following scenario:

**Scenario**-Woman, 22 years, 2 months pregnant. Large abscess on her right forearm. You conclude that she will need surgery fast, but in the meantime you want to relieve the pain. Your usual drug for common pain is acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) tablets.

The results of OptiPres were compared with the recommendations from doctors to the above scenario. Our initial results show that OptiPres is as good as a doctor in prescribing appropriate drugs for patients.
4. Comparison of Mobile Intelligent Agents vs Client Server

The experiment was divided into two (2) sections:

1) We simulated the creation of multiple drug models using only 1 mobile agent (database agent) to access the database server and compare it against the traditional remote query client server approach. We also used another agent to manage the database agent. This agent is responsible for creating and destroying the database agent after it has done its task. This agent will also receive the drug models created by the database agent.

2) We simulated the creation of multiple drug models by dividing the task of creating drugs among multiple agents. This was compared against using only one agent to complete the given task.

The task in creating a list of drug models involves the agent(s) accessing multiple tables and filtering unwanted information while keeping only the pertinent information to assist in the decision making process. This data is then used to create a list of Java serialized objects that represents the selected drugs. The processing of drug models is ideal for these experiments as the agents will be performing this function frequently on thousands of drugs. The selected drug models will be needed on the ward workstations and therefore have to be fetched from the drug database server that is stored in a remote location. We also developed a python script that uses the library python-psutil to monitor the network utilization while the system is running. Gnuplot was then used to plot the graphs from the data generated by our python script.

4.1. Simulation Using One Dedicated Mobile Agent

In this section, we simulated the creation of one (1) agent to fetch and create models of 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 drugs respectively and compare this with the traditional approach using the same number of drugs. Our results supported our predictions. The results are presented below:

Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) show the result of comparing the use of an agent against the traditional approach to fetch data and create 1000 drug models. Fig. 6(a) is using the traditional database access approach, while Fig. 6(b) is using a mobile intelligent agent. As predicted, in the image using the mobile agent, there is a short spike in data received which lasts for just about 3 seconds. This is where the models are being sent to the agent that created the drug mobile agent. Fig. 6(a) shows a huge hit in performance (Data sent and received) which lasted for the duration of the database access.

Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the result of creating 5,000 drug models. The pattern is basically the same as the previous experiment when 1,000 drug models were used.

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show the result of comparison to create 10,000 drug models and this is also showing the same pattern as our previous experiments.

![Fig. 6(a). Network performance using traditional database mobile access to create 1,000 drug models.](image1)

![Fig. 6(b). Network performance using agent to create 1,000 drug models.](image2)
In this section, we improved the performance of our system by making the agents collaborate to perform the task of creating drug models. Therefore, we simulated the creation of 5,000, 10,000 and 100,000 drug models using 10, 20 and 50 agents respectively. These agents will share the workload in an effort to complete the task at hand faster. We compare this with using 1 agent with the same number of drugs. Our results again supported our predictions. The results are presented below:
Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) show the result of comparing the use of 10 agents to cooperate and create 5,000 drug models to 1 agent doing the same. Fig. 9(a) is using 10 mobile intelligent agents, while figure is using only 1 agent. You should observe that using 10 agents shows basically the same trend as using one agent. However, the time to perform the task is shorter as the agents are now working in parallel. The task now takes 34 seconds instead of 55 seconds to complete.

Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show the result of using 20 agents to collaborate and create 10,000 drug models vs using 1 mobile agent performing the same task. When using 1 agent, the task took 97 seconds to complete while using 20 agents took 57 seconds.

In Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) we went a bit further and created 100,000 drug models. When we used 1 agent, the time taken was approximately 800 seconds while using 50 agents to create 100,000 drug models took approximately 375 seconds. So in all cases, although the network utilization was approximately the same, we accomplished the task in a way shorter time.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we started by theorizing that using mobile agents instead of client server approach should improve the performance of our application since it relies heavily on a database backend. Hence, we introduced OptiPres, which is a decision support system that we developed that depends heavily on the manipulation of drug data in databases. This application uses mobile intelligent agents as the middleware. We also discussed the concept on mobile agents and the proposed benefits that applications can gain. We then provided the results of our simulation in the form of graphs. As was predicted, using mobile intelligent
agents can greatly improve the performance of distributed applications. However, it does depend on the type of application that is being built as the use of mobile agents is not a “silver bullet” that will solve all the problems as it relates to distributed systems. The developers will need to assess their application needs and act accordingly. Additionally, the issue of security in mobile agent platforms is still a major concern as there is not yet any formal process to secure agents and the environment in which they execute. Nevertheless, our work demonstrated, using a real application, that the use of mobile agents to tackle performance issues with database application is very promising.
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